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Cleaners and housemaids came here, but none came to
read. The books and shelves bore no accumulation of
dust; the thick carpet gave out its faded colours; a broad
central table, a reading-stand and a couple of shelf ladders
had been lately polished; a group of padlocked boxes, of
the kind seen in lawyers' rooms, gleamed still, though
their black enamel had been dulled by the years; but there
was no sign of common usage. On the table stood a dried
inkpot, an empty pen-tray, a pink blotting-pad whitened
by age, a wooden bowl of rusted pins. Two of the three
window embrasures, each the size of a small room hewn
out of the stone, had been used for miscellaneous storage:
dead toys were there, dead skates, a canoe, dead games in
battered cardboard boxes, a woman's bicycle with the
broken strings of its skirt-guard dangling in a melancholy
fringe over its spokes.
Van Leyden put his hand on the bicycle with clumsy
timidity. A sentiment, not a happy one, seemed to compel
his movement; the machine had over him some power of
association to which he would not confess. While he
touched it, he pretended not to know that he was touching
it and with his other hand waved Lewis's attention else-
where. But, his thumb catching the lip of the bell, he
could not forbear to press it. There was a grinding sound,
weak and toneless, as if a mile away some little, rusty gate
had moved on its hinges.
"Kapot," he said.
A thick word that had become ludicrous, for when a
thing was broken that urgently needed repair, Dutch
servants would always stare hopelessly at it and say that
it was kapot in a slack, indifferent tone which implied that
no one would ever be fool enough to mend it. Kapot and
margm> the formulae of blank resignation and perpetual
postponement, had seemed to the English officers to be
national phrases of the Dutch; and, hearing one of them
spoken by van Leyden as an epitaph on his first wife's
bicycle, Lewis had to turn swiftly towards the shelves to
conceal the twitching of his lips.
Van Leyden did his utmost to be a good host in this

